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Abstract 

This dissertation mainly focusing on the effect and performance of Enterprise 

Collaboration Systems (ECS) in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The 

dissertation includes three stages; Stage 1. Elucidating the ECS "SuccMail" design 

feature on the performance of SMEs. Stage 2. Focus on the effect of external support 

and internal support for implementing ECS. Stage 3. Develop and validate an 

instrument to measure the performance of linking ERP to ECS. 

We knew that SMEs account for the primary source of employment in 

developed and developing countries, technological advancements, and competitive 

advantages. Besides, due to the Covid-19 Collaboration becomes increasingly valuable 

to the enterprise; also, a growing number of enterprises had implemented the Enterprise 

Collaboration Systems (ECS). 

Nowadays, email and instant messages have become unproductive tools. The 

research indicates email and instant messages having issues of information overload, 

including a large amount of incoming information, inefficient workflow, and deficient 

communication quality. In terms of an enterprise, most of the current research result 

struggles to achieve specific and practical goals by proposed theoretical findings in the 

ERP domain. To enable the managers to get a fuller picture of all the messages 

generated from an ERP system with the Enterprise Collaboration System (ECS) and 

improve collaboration and communication, we propose a complete method to develop 

an artifact-SuccERP based on the Design Science approach to carry out the integration. 

This integration of ERP and ECS with the post-implementation process is proved a 

systematic approach. But it still needs to be measured with the performance of the 

implementation. 

First, the researcher introduces elucidating the ECS SuccMail design feature on 

the performance of SMEs. There are 7 design features. Concerning discussing SMEs’ 

performance issues using ECS, the researchers considered four aspects: human 

resources, customer complaints, time issues, and communication issues. The researcher 

examined the relationships among these effects and proposed our constructed 

framework for the investigation of the evaluation of ECS. To survey the effectiveness 

of each critical design feature of each performance, the questionnaire was designed to 

ask about the effectiveness of 7 design features on each of the 4 performances. The 

researcher found that the ECS of SuccMail is basically satisfied by the respondents, 

while not all of the features are used by the users. Even SuccMail has simplified the use 

of the system as much as possible; still, it is difficult for SMEs to fully exert the 



effectiveness of ECS without a dedicated consultant. This is actually the main reason 

that SMEs cannot successfully import ECS. 

Stage 2 is focusing on the effect of performance from the supports of SuccMail. 

The supports are assorted into external support and internal support. The ECS 

company’s supports are external supports, and the supports from the top manager or 

enterprise are internal supports. External support including; the ECS manual, online 

consultation and, external ECS expert consultant. Internal support including; the 

enterprise fully depends on using ECS to manage and communicate, the enterprise 

offers sufficient resources for using ECS, the enterprise had hired a full-time consultant 

for implementing ECS, and the enterprise conflicts have been reduced by using ECS. 

The researcher proposed a survey questionnaire to evaluate how the internal and 

external supports of SuccMail can affect the performance of SMEs. Each support has a 

positive influence on the implementation of SuccMail and can affect the business 

performance of SMEs. Based on our result, the internal supports are more significant 

than the external to impact the business performance of SME. 

The primary purpose of stage 3 is to evaluate the performance of linking ERP 

and ECS. Because the management of SMEs has many problems of duplications work. 

To solve the duplications work problems, the researcher linked SuccMail with ERP and 

conducted a series of evaluations on the linked SuccMail and ECS effectiveness. This 

research is based on previous research on the integration of artifacts with ERP systems 

and ECS. Since most SMEs who have implemented ERP complain about duplications 

of work caused by ECS implementation, the researcher linked SuccMail with the user’s 

current ERP. The research results show that this solves the doubts and complaints 

caused by employees’ duplications of work. And users are satisfied with the linking of 

ERP and ECS. At this stage, the validity of the link between ERP and ECS was verified. 

User satisfaction shows that the problems of independent ERP and ECS duplications of 

work have been solved. In addition, management support, absorptive capacity, and user 

satisfaction also have a positive impact on the performance of SuccMail. 

This dissertation uses SuccMail to discuss various SME e-management issues. 

First of all, the researcher verified Steinhüser’s 2011 research in practice; ECS 

implementation in SMEs has performance and management advantages. Besides, in the 

ECS field, which is hugely lacking in the literature, the researcher used questionnaires 

and actual interviews with users to discuss various internal and external support issues 

in SMEs implementing ECS. The researcher finds Internal support is far more critical 

than external support. This result allows the researcher to clearly understand SMEs’ 

difficulties in introducing ECS under the current environment. After all, it is difficult 



for existing SMEs to find an expert who has good computer use capabilities and, at the 

same time, sufficient management capabilities. 
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